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Powers resigns, disagrees with President
Nathalie Weber

Citing a growing concern for
decisions made by William J.
Sullivan, S.J., University president,concerning University personnel, James G. Powers, S.J.,
resigned asdeanofthe College of
Arts and Sciences at the board of
by

trustees meeting Friday.

"Ihave aconcern foran aspect
of Father's (Sullivan's) governance which relates to personnel
decisions," Powers said in an
interview Monday. "I feel that
his concern with such decisionsis
of such a nature that it is better
that Istep downat this time."

...

IN HIS letter of resignation.

Powers referred to a disagreement between himself and Sul-

livan over the resignation of
Mick Larkin,S.J., vice president
for students,in February.Larkin
resigned,saying that his contract
would not be renewed ifherefused to resign.Sullivan denied that
he gave Larkin such an ultimatim.
Powers said that although he
acknowledges strengths in Sullivan as University president,
Sullivan must develop in other
areas to become an effective administrator.
FOLLOWING POWERS'
resignation Friday the board of
trustees rendered a vote of confidence for Sullivan. Powers seconded the motion for the vote.
"It is my strong belief that as
he grows in other areas such as
the personnel area, he has every
capacity tobecome a good president," Powers said.
Sullivan said the vote of confidence indicated that the
trustees did not concur with
Powers' judgment of Sullivan's
decision. He saidhealsodoes not
agree with Powers.
"Iam conscious oflimitations
and deficiencies in my first year
as president," Sullivan said."But
Ihave to say Ido not agree with
Fr. Powers."
SULLIVAN made a reporton
his first year as S.U.president to
the trustees Friday. In that
report, Sullivan said hereviewed
what he views as the
accomplishments, limitations
and deficiencies of his presidency.

"They touched on the whole
question of administration as it
deals with thedeficiencies people
and the personal contact of the
president with the people on
campus," he said.

William F. Leßoux, S.J.,
assistant dean for College planning, willserveasinterim deanof

William F. Leßoux, S.J.

James G. Powers, 5..1.
the College of Arts and Sciences
through spring quarter.
Leßoux, emphasizing that he
"supports fully Fr. Sullivan as
University president and chief
executive officer," said he will
not be acandidate for permanent
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dean.

"I WOULD consider taking
the job if Iwere ordered to but I
will not seek the job," Leßoux
said. "I hope to be either on
sabbatical or academic leave
during the year 1978-79."
No date has been established
to select a permanent dean. Sullivan will meet with Leßoux,
chairpersons and program directors of Arts and Sciences today
to obtain input on selecting a
new dean. A search committee
willbe established, Sullivan said.
Leßoux has no changes
planned for Arts and Sciences
during spring quarter. "I will
meet with many chairpersons to
discuss some to the immediate
problems within departments,"
he said.
Powers willbecomea full-time
English professor next year and
will remain a member of the
board of trustees.

notice
Any club or organization that
has not received or needs
another ASSU budget request
form, can pick one up at the
ASSU office, 2nd floor.
Chieftain.
Deadline for returning these
forms is Wednesday.
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ONE MAJOR alteration
Sutherland hopes to make is
"better coverage of student activities, including club-type activities and the ASSU."
"I'd also like to broaden news
coverage to include eventsin the
surrounding community which
affect S.U. and the students livJohn Sutherland
ing in the Capitol Hill area," he
public
relations director
explained.
S.U.s
In addition to the Aegis posi- last summer.
tion, Sutherland was newseditor
SUTHERLAND, a graduate
of The Spectator from
September, 1975, through April, of Renton High School, stated
1976, and served as assistant to he got intojournalism "purelyby
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Sex ethics tackled at S.U.
research in the field of prostitu- the desire of men to control the
by Catherine Gaynor
Dr. Jennifer James, associate tion,addiction and other female reproductive capacity of women

professor of psychiatry and
behaviorial sciences,at University of Washington tackled the
topic of sexual ethics: public and
private last week in the A.A.
Lemieux library.
James approached the sexual
from an
ethics talk
anthropological point of view.
She traced the development of
sexual values and how they are
based on cultural traditions. The
scientific history approach was
countered by the Christian
history approach by a fourmember panel.

MEMBERS OF THE sexual
ethics panel selected by AWS
were: John Cox,theology;Sister
Suzanne Giblin, co-director of
CORPUS; James Riley, S.J.,
philosophy.
Dr. Hamida Bosmajian,
associate professor of English,
introduced James as the main
speaker. Bosmajian said she is
one of the few scholars who has
done extensive ethnographic

Sutherland to edit Spectator
John Sutherland, a 21-yearold junior from Renton, Wa.,
majoring in journalism wasnamededitor ofThe Spectator for the
1977-78 school year Tuesday.
Sutherland, now editor of
S.U.s Aegis yearbook,said major changes in The Spectator
won't be made until fall quarter
because of his yearbook duties.

u>tg3gi» 70

accident,"and his original intention was to major in accounting.

"Irealizedthat accounting was
a boring field and Icould never
sit at a desk and do it from nine
to five everyday," he said. After
taking one journalism class his
senior year, Sutherland was sure
of his field.
"So here Iam," he stated.
SUTHERLANDis undecided
onacareer and onhis future,but
was decidedly pleased at his
selection as editor.
"I was very pleased," he said.
"It's something that I'vedreamed
about since freshman year."
Sutherland lists hishobbies as
Softball, basketball, photography and sleep. "Idon't anticipate
much of that," he added about
the latter.
Sutherland replaces graduating Senior Nathalie Weber, who
has edited The Spectator for two
years.

offenses.
Historically, James sees little
difference between male and
female. She said the difference
started when early humans came
out of the trees and had to
compete with carnivorous
animals for food.It washardfor
females to run after animals
when they were nine months
pregnant.

and their sexuality.Sexualboundaries are based on the desire to
know the certainty of
fatherhood, said James.
Early sexual ethics are based
on the control of women to
insure control of the "reproductive capacity when less importanceis attached tothe control of
male sexuality, in that they do
not bear the children," she said.

THESE EARLY sexual ethics
tended toward concepts of sin
and evil. James said. "Sexual
values should be based on the
contribution and health of the
individual not on cultural
traditions."
Moving into the modern era
andmoreintoherarea ofspecialty she spoke on the role of
prostitutes in this society. James
has been an advocate for the
revision of the statutes in the
arrest, conviction and incarceration procedures.
She compared the women who
were prostitutes to actresses or
hustlers, who give the public
what they've demanded. The
label of the whore is society's
label and is there to fulfill the
sexual needs of men. James uses
the whore or the Madonna and
stud or sissy spectrum to equate
the sterotypes which exist in
SHE ROUNDED up her con- society.
nection of inheritance with the
fact that children were no longer
THE PROSTITUTE is
just a population. "Women labeled a "no good woman"
always knew who their children
and is considered promiscuous
wereand men always knew what and "bad" if she takes money or
women told them," she said.
credit cards for sexual relations.
The male desire to control the
(Continued on Page 3)
property
inheritance and
lead to

JAMES CALLED this competing for food and survival the
"marine syndrome". She said,
"how do you get a male to do
something which is clearly and
logically foolish and something
he could get hurt at." Taking an
eighteen-year-old and making a
man out of him is the macho
concept which the military uses.
"The two concepts of
patriotism (survival of the
group) and the macho image of
'real men do it,'" James said,are
the driving forces which have
lead to the division of the sexes.
Aside from the "marine syndrome" she attributed the
progress of agriculture to the
split of male and female. The
progress of agriculture lead to
the concept of property which in
turn lead to the concept of inheritance.

Inside:
p. 6
Television' reviewed
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analysis

Editorial
Reflections on a year

Sullivan ignores students

This is the first of occasional columns or analyses by
ASSU officers Tom Parker, president, Jim Rice, first vice
Dear Fr. Kuder:
Bill Charters, second vice president, and Joan
president,
In my last hours as editor of The Spectator, I
sit in my
Maassen,
treasurer.
campus
ponder
path
and
the
office gazingupon the burgeoning
down which thisUniversity is roaming. Itseems appropriate at
by Tom Parker
SULLIVAN then slashed
this time to leave you with a final thought. Iresign.
William Sullivan, S.J., Uni- SSO,OOO from theathletic budget,
Thisis to inform you that there are toomany barnacles. In versity President, seems to ig- once again withno student input
students of in his decision. The athletic
the last couple weeks they've encrusted the whole job. Iam nore the desires of
decisions
this
school
in
his
con- department was directed either
the
disagreement
resignation
over
of Associate cerning student life.
referring to a
to make do with the lesser
Editor Joseph Guppy, who contends that yourequested him to
It began in the fall with the amount or make up the
resign or his typewriter would not be renewed. You deny this firing of Dorothy Wippel. The difference on its own. The only
expressed concern of students alternative thedepartment has is
contention.
goal
in
that
chief
of
over the way Wippel's contract either to charge the students a
establishing
Ido this the interest of
was abruptly terminated was ig- yearly fee or charge a per-game
purpose:
communism.
Jesuit
by theadministration.The price for students to attend
nored
I
would like to express sincere gratitude to the entire S.U. reason given was that things just basketball games. Another
community for its support and generation of the news; deep had tobe done that way,and the possibility in meeting this deficit
appreciation to Bob Campbell, professionaladviser,andSteve students were temporarily is to make cutbacks in minor
sports.
Kuder,S.J., faculty moderator,for almost endless inspiration; placated.
and particular recognition to my editors who are the core of
THEN CAME the announceFINALLY, the time came to
this newspaper.
— Nathalie weber ment that the dorms would be organize
a search committee to
closed for spring break. In spite find a replacement
for Larkin.
editor of student petitions and senate Sullivan requested ASSU
Presirequesting
they
reresolutions
Tom
Parker
to
recommend
dent
nathalie:
main open because of the large
During the wisp of time wehavebeen staff members of this number of students involved,the students to sit on the committee.
newspaper Ihave had nothing but the highest professional administration elected to close
respect for you and the rest of the workers. Now it reaches my the dorms anyway. The reason
given was money.
ears rumors you are about to resign.
Next thenews leaked out that
your
as
you
I
that
tenure
beg
you
I of
to reconsider. remind
vice president for students
the
editor runs out in a few hours anyway and there are many had been asked to resign. With
duties youhave yet to complete. For example,please accept my no official statement from the
A
president's office, confusion
resignation.
reigned
throughout
campus.
the
SAVE
Fr.Kuder came to me ina dreamlast night andrequested
Another student petition and
be
in
the
anyway,
since
I
it
would
quitting
He
was
it. said that
another resolution passed
best interests of the community if he could go on record as through the president's office
LIFE.
asking for my resignation.
and apparently out the window.
Ihave enjoyed writing for the University community and I Sullivan took it upon himself
coach Bill
For free information, write to:
hope they have enjoyed reading for it. Any smiles,chuckles, to rehire basketball
DRUNK DRIVER.Bo* 2345
consulting
without
O'Connor
Rockville. Maryland 20852
laughs or guffaws Ihave elicited mean a lot to me. As c.c.
athletic director or the
the
cummings said, "Damn everything but the circus."
students and faculty. And,
—joe guppy despite another petitionfrom the
associate editor students and recommendation
from the faculty rank and tenure
We've enjoyed our time withThe Spectator andappreciate our committee, choir director Louis

IF YOU CANDRIVE
CAR,
YOUCOULD
YOUR FRIEND'S

years at S.U. Our best regards.

Kelly was not granted tenure.

Letters to the editor
aware
To the editor:
Now more than ever students
should be aware of the importance of getting involved in the
decisions happening around
them. With two excellent
speakers within a week, Dick
Gregory and Francis Moore
Lappe, the student should see
that things just don't change by
themselves.
Whether your concern is one
of world importance such as the
world hunger problem; one of
national importance such as
energy, Supreme Court
decisions,or the environment;or
one of campus interest such as
decisions on tenure, firing, and
money policies, you must voice
your feelings. If you don't, who
will? The involvement you show
can range from informing
yourself and others, writing
letters, joining and participating
in an organization, or even
organizing your own group.
Iam currentlyparticipating in
a local environmental group
called Greenpeace. Anyone that
is concerned about oil spills,
nuclear energy,Trident,whale or
seal protection,and wouldlike to

and, not unlike early Christianity, the message is falling on unhelp form a similar group at listening ears.
S.U., please contact me at 283For you, it appears Dick

8764.

. Jack Chalmers

bourgeois
To the editor:
Ifor one, am completely and
utterly disappointed in your
coverage of the Dick Gregory
lecture. On the other hand,I'm
not surprised, given the
bourgeois, apathetic attitude of
this campus in general.
Dick Gregory is probably the
most important speaker this
campus has had this year or, for
that matter, many years. His
message is clear. Human Rights
are in grave danger and almost
non-existent and that they must
beresurrectedbefore it's too late.
This government of our has laid
to us in the past andis still today.
This is documented fact and
we allow it,in our ignorance, to
continue.
Dick Gregory's message is a
Christian message. He spoke of
how we've gotten away from our
spirituality. We are the most
"religious" country in the world,
but we don't have any spirituality. His is an important message
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sex,

the S.U.

community

appeared to be so steeped in

religious idealism that it is unable to face real-life social
problems such as prostitution.
Moreover, the panelists
referred to sex as a "beautiful,
spiritual"experiencereserved for
matrimony, and seemed unable
to accept that all of society
doesn't see it as such.
Ihope that in future such
lectures AWS will have the
foresight toengagepanelists with
backgrounds more closelyaligned to the speaker's.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Nordgren

Gregory is a fool. The picture
you chose (for the back page) is
insulting(makes one wonderif it
was chosen for that reason).You
are terribly short sighted in viewing him solely as a comedian.
You printed his jokes, not his
message. You left out the most
important parts and that is sad.
You better check your tapes
again. Ifor one, will be fasting
once a week for Human Rights
and for the opening up of
apathetic, closed minds. Ihope
others will take it upon
themselves to do so too.
Thank You,
Dan Doyle To the editor:
After reading Joe Guppy's
April 21st column in The Spectator, we two University of
undergraduates
Wednesday
night
Last
Dr. Washington
Jennifer James addressed an would like to reply to his comaudience in the library ments.
First of all,Guppy is guilty of
auditorium. AWS sponsoredher
gross generalities when he
some
entitled
"Sexual
Ethics:
lecture
Public and Private." A panel speaks of problems encountered
discussion followed James" talk. by students here. For example,
It was comprised of John Cox, he claims that most U of W
instructor of theology and teachers are too wrapped up in
religious studies; Sister Suzanne their own graduate and /or
Giblin, co-director of CORPUS; research work to give students a
and Jame Riley, S.J., a "qualityeducation."
Our personalexperienceshave
philosophy instructor.
proved
this theory untrue and
criticizing
AWSfor
their
Iam
choice of panelists. A ridiculous.
It seems as though Guppy
philosopher, a theologian and
the director of a religious contradicts himself by focusing
organization proved to be ill- on the size of the school as a
prepared to respond to a hindrance to "quality
behavioral scientist concerned educaiton," yethe comes up with
his ideas after talking to only a
specifically with prostitution.
Consequently, the discussion couple people out of a possible
turned to celibacy and Christian 35,000-member student body.
Guppy also fails to examine
sexual ethics, topics which the
panel felt more comfortable the many academic opporwith. They simply failed to tunities the U of W offers its
students which are completely
properly address James' topic.
Due to the panel's overly foreign to S.U.curriculum. One
idealistic attitudes concerning example is the U of W's School

guilty

ill-prepared

Parker suggested three names,
which apparently followed the
above-mentioned student petition out the window. Sullivan
chose two students of his liking.
This last case is important
because it highlights the type of
decision-making which has been
so much inevidence this year. In
a community like wehave here at
S.U., student input is extremely
important in high-level decisions
involving student life. We feel
this input has not been a factor in
the decision-making.
It is our expressed desire that
Sullivan recognize the importance and value of student input
in these important decisions.The
students are the cornerstone of
the University, and thus
students' voice should be given
the consideration it deserves.

theft
An unidentified professor
of the S.U. English department, who reportedly is also
director of the University's
summer school, and enjoys
making fish flies, was seen
stealing from the Chieftain
cafeteria with a large lump
between his tweed suit coatat
8:48 a.m. Tuesday.
An irreplaceable Disneyland coffee mugembellished with Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs was reported
stolen from the Chieftain
Tuesday morning, according
to reliable sources.
No suspects have been
arrested in the case. The
English professor, who was
indicted earlier this quarter
for involvement ina University scandal, is presently out on
bail.

of Communications in which we

are both enrolled. This program

offers specialized classes in
various fields of communication
suited to an individual's goals
and interests.
The nerve and naivete of Guppy toeven suggestinhis column's
last paragraph that the U of W
serves as a warning to S.U. administrators. If any thing, the U
of W serves as an example of
well-rounded, higher education
at its best.
Peggy Defranco
Virginia Grosso
P.S. As long as we're making
quality comparisons, we could
say something about the guys
but we won't.

...

hopeful
To the editor:
Any decision made by the
administration of this university
should takeinto account all consequences of the decision. Often,
however,the needs andconcerns
of the students are overlookedin
the decision making process.
The members of this university's choir have not let this
oversight occur in thedecision to
deny tenure to Mr. Lou Kelly,
the assistant professor of music.
They have appealed this decision
through written letters and open
meetings.
Iam personally pleased with
the reception that some of these
efforts have received, andIhope
that theadministration takes the
student's concerns into considerationand reverse their decision concerning Mr. Kelly.
Through action like this, the
student can have a greater influence on university decisions
and the administration can
become better aware of student
feeling.
Sincerely yours,
Mike Borte
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Spring breezes bring out the fairweather sailors, capturing gusts in
luffing sails and drifting in dead
winds. Bright crafts dot Lake
Washington and Puget Sound and
more are expected during the boating
season, which opens at noon May 7.
photos by larry steagall

Sex ethics tackled ..

Alcoholism a minor problem
PART IV
by John R. Toomey
Teen-agealcoholism is on the

rise.
Rod Chandler, Distirct 45
house of representatives, said,
"We are seeing a tremendous
increase inalcohol use byminors
Alcohol is the new drug
scare. It's epidemic now, no
question about it.
Atan alarming rate,and often
with the encouragement of
parents, frightened by other
drugs, youngsters are turning on
with booze: beer and wine mostly; some hard liquor— all of it
alcohol, addictive
and
dangerous."
We can allremember the arguing over the legal use of marijuana. Yet,from allappearances,
alcohol is a more dangerous
problem. From reports all over
the nation, researchers believe
that teenagers who drink excessively are facing a real
problem. And, more important,
when it takes many, many years
to becomea full-blown alcoholic
in an adult, the process
— is
accelerated in teenagers often
taking only four or five years to
reach late stage alcoholism.
Mom and Dad are apt to
abuse and misuse alcohol
themselves. The kids see their
parents as examples for indulging in a deadly and
dangerous addiction of the drug
ethyl alcohol. The National Insitute on Alcohol Abuse
(NIAAA) estimates that there
are close to one million teenage
alcoholics in the United States.
A high school survey in
Massachusetts found that 92.7
per cent of the studentshad tried
or regularly used alcohol. More
than half, 59.4 per cent, "admit
they get drunk regularly."
Don Phelps, acting
superintendent of Lake
Washington schools completed
three years of directing youth
and education efforts with the

. ..

NIAAA. He told a meeting of
eastside citizens recently that
parent drinking patterns and
peer pressure are significant
reasons for the increase in
teenage drinking.
A.A.groups report a rise in the
number of teenage members in
their organization, and that
alcoholism seems to progress
faster in the younger person. It
just doesn't take as long to go
down the progressive, destructive, and decadent road of
alcoholism when one is a
teenager.

Education is part of the fight
against the abuse ofother drugs,
but teachers, students, and
parents need to look closely at
the programs of alcohol abuse
education.
The real action must come
from the community and the
youngpeople themselves. It isn't
fun to "get drunk" ona date,and
this behavior should be frowned
upon. And, when it comes to
involvement of the youngsters,
Horace Greeley High School is
no longer known as "Hangover
High" and now citizens are attacking the problem at the eighth
grade level where peer pressure
appears to be the strongest.
If you or a member of your
family needs help with an
alcohol-problem or if you would
like more information there are
several private and public agencies to contact. Community
Alcohol Centers, Alcoholics
Anonymous, King County
Public Health, the State Council
on Alcoholism,and the National
Council on Alcoholism.
Alcoholics Anonymous
(A.A.) meet on the S.U.campus
in room 306 of the Library,
Wednesdays, from 5:30 to 6:30

According to Father Vaughn
Quinn, director of Detroit's
Sacred Heart Recovery Center,
alcoholismis far more serious for
a teenager than for an adult.
Quinn said the important years
of maturity in an individual can
drastically be affected byalcohol
misuse or abuse. Many who are
not yet alcoholic have had
seriously impaired lives by the
drug in a short span of alcohol
abuse.
How can we reverse this trend
of more alcohol abuse by
teenagers? Perhaps the parents
shouldbe the startingpoint to set
the stage for the teenagers.They p.m.
should examine their own drinking habits, and learn about the
addictive nature of alcohol and
get helpimmediately if they have
a drinking problem.
Dr. Reginald Smart, associate
director of the Canadian Addiction Research Foundation said
"there are family patterns of
alcoholuse
when parentsare
frequent users their children are
as well." In fact,Smart indicates
that children ofalcoholics havea
propensity — toward alcoholism
themselves indicating
that
alcoholism is hereditary in
nature. Smart believes that
youngsters, instead of getting
disturbed over unbecoming
alcoholic behavior, actually
Thursday, May 5
"adopt the behavior" rather than
rejecting the alcoholic life style.

(Continued from Page 1)

"The most important sexual
value in America today is subtlety and taste in relationships. We
(society) don't like the
prostitutes, criminals who are
tasteless," she said.
The man in the suit can get
away with a crime sometimesshe
said, but the tasteless leather

club
information
Any business student that is
still interested in joining Alpha
Kappa Psiisinivted toattend the
meeting at 7 p.m. May 10 in the
Chieftain Conference room.
On May 12, the Seattle Alumni chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi
will confer an honorary
membership on P. Robert
Truex, chairman of the board of
Rainier National Bank and
member of the S.U. Board of
Regents. The program will begin
at 7 p.m. at the Swedish Club.
Tickets are $7.50. For reservations or additional information call 626-6479.

.

jacket criminal is always
suspected. "If Richard Nixon
had been a homosexual he'd
have been out of office immediately, but since he was a
subtle criminal it was another
year before he left office," she
said.
James said the idea of subtle
sex is representative of the
hypocrisy in American ideals.
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Joseph guppy

Fungus conspiracy
growing in Leschi
am
Idon't have much time. This is my last column. ThenI
know,
what
I
have
learned
going away. Iwill now reveal what I
in my years as a reporter on this campus.
Time was Iwas just like everybody else— be-bopping
around,doing my gig,gettingdrunk on weekendsand trying to
score at the meatrack. But one daymy eyes slowly started to
open and Ibegan to ask myself some tough questions. It's all
there, if you can "find the hidden picture."
ISTHE CIA right now involved with the FabianSocialist
American Party and the Chase Manhattan Bank in a plot to
take over the Leschi Park Community Council?
Abraham Lincoln had a beard. Abraham Lincoln was
assassinated when Pinkerton detectives were supposedly
protecting him. Fidel Castro has a beard. The CIA, an
organization closely linked tothe Secret Service,the successors
of the Pinkertons, recently attempted to make that beard fall
out and, when that failed, plotted to have him assassinated by
the Mafia. Is this coincidence,or is Fidel Castro, the living reincarnationof Abraham Lincoln,being dealt the same shabby
fate as the Great Emancipator?
The Lincoln Continental in which President John F.
Kennedy was shot in Dallas on Nov. 22, 1963 was actually
within the parameters of the Bermuda Triangle. Anyone with
knowledge of eighth grade math can affirm this by taking into
account the sliding longitudinal scale brought about by the
earth's precession. The Russians and the Audubon Society
have used the Bermuda Triangle for years in weather experiments, which have caused numerous plane and boating
accidents. Was it used thistime toclaim thelife ofan American
president? By whom?
Why were the plaster casts of the eighteen-inch footprints,
which could not have been formed by a creature weighing less
than 800 pounds, found inthe Texas SchoolBook Depository,
incinerated by Dallas police in June, 1965? Read the real
Howard
will and find out.
" ALLHughes
THIS was revealed to me on August 16, 1967. 1 was
standing on the lawn of my humble homestead in Hearthbutt,
Arizona, wondering how Icould obtain copies of the early
Stanford Ken Kesey LSD studies when suddenly Iheard a
strange buzzing. Then, all at once, a gigantic Cuban cigar
shapedobject hoveredover me andplucked me on board witha
light ray.
The aliens explained that they were involved ina cover-up
keep
the people of their home planet from knowing about
to
the existence of the U.S. Air Force inexchange for ownership
of an NBA franchise. And right now you're wonderingabout
the Gray-Weatherspoon trade and why Bill Walton is taking
Portland to the playoffs instead of taking alfalfa sprouts to
Patty Hearst! The tall red-head finally got the message. Shutup
and play ball and the CIA will see you don't get any more
"injuries." Hell, Walton's swine flu injection, mandatory for all
NBA players this year,had enoughsaccharininit to causebone
spurs in all the rats in Canada. Big Bill opted for the antidote
just in time! Ofcourse,my eyewitnessto the space ship episode,
my secretary, Marsha Gas, choked on a piece of popcorn just
six weeks after donating blood at a U.S.Government Veterans
hospital in Northbrook, Kentucky on Feb. 3, 1972.
EVERYBODY'Sworried about the U.W.s recombintant
DNA experiments. What they're really working on is
something that will end world hunger,a vegetable fungus that
grows in the stomach andis slowly digested. In the future we
will eat only once. Why have the racist, sexist super-rich

Novum Orangutan

THISISAN EXCERPT from a suppressed crowd photo taken in Dallas on that fateful Nov. 22,
1963. The photo,pried from the files of the FBIyesterday afternoon by the author of the column
at left, shows something that could be interesting to the American public. Althoughthey cannot
be identified positively, expertshave speculated that Richard M Nixon,an unknown at the time
who would later be electedpresident, is standing in the center. Surroundinghimclockwise is that
Lee Harvey Oswald, John B. Connally, E. Howard Hunt, Carl Bernstein, Ringo Starr, Wes
Uhlman and John Lennon? Why didn't authorities investigate this?

.

Hawaiians
host pig-out
It will be time to pig out April
30 when the Hawaiian club puts
together the 16th annual Hui O
Nani Hawaiian Luau at Campion Tower.
The pig in question is a Kalua
pig which will be served up with
poi, tropical fruits and flowers.
The flowers will be only for
decoration. Authentic Hawaiian
ingredients will be air-freighted
in from the Islands for the feast.
Two hours of entertainment
will follow the meal. The
Hawaiian club has rented
production facilities and has
been rehearsing for the affair.
"Ua Mau Ke Ea O Ka 'Aina
Na Opio," will be the theme for
the night. Translated into
English that means, "The life of
the land is perpetuated by its
youth." The club wants
everybody to come.

owls
nothing much this time
outside my house
just rustling of jackpine
the smell of wet wind
& two owls perched on a limb
like night-philosophers
huddled together for protection.
their disturbing eyes
never blink
bad luck to mice
with weak kidneys.
one swoop & it's all over
like nothing ever happened
the air is hardly disturbed
& they're back again
asking the same
impossible question.

—

w.d. barnes

G rass stands stiff and bent

suppressed this?

The Reverend Sun Myung Moon, the founder of a chain
of Korean Brain Laundrys ("a little too much starch in the
cerebellum") andhis group of "Moonies"is beingcombatted in
the California courts but how long can that hold up to an
organization funded by ITT? Who is the Guru Maharah Ji?
Who are the Childrenof God? Who are the Hari Krishnas? Or
are they all basically the same: contenders to be the mysterious
Anti-Christ to come out of the East as predicated by the
prophet Nostradamus in the 16th century, who will rise, with
the help of the FBI, the KGB, MRC, Interpol, the Hanafi
Muslim Sect, the Urban League, the United Jewish Fund,the
PLO, Kiwanis, the Black Panthers, the Big Four, the Council
on Foreign Relations, Dick Gregory, the American Cancer
Society, the Mickey Mouse Club, Stuart Anderson's Black
Angus, OPEC, ARCO, The Bay City Rollers, Arthur Burn's
Fed and God knows who all else, who will rise with this "Jesus
of Nazireth" to subjugate us all?
Go to Leschi Park
it's a matter of public record
newspaper
who would not have you
eggmen
there are
on this
there
those
who
would silence me
are
reading this
Signed with my own hand

...
...

...

...
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— photoby larry steagall

April 26, 1977 SHORT STICKS OF MARSH GRASS stood straight among the ripples of Lake Washington
Capitol Hill, Seattle last weekend while their taller sisters bowed in the wind.
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AWS club survives change

mencement.

ONE SENATOR said, "The
rider was petty and ridiculous.
You can't legislate who is going
to accept invitations from the
University."
The vote was 11-5 in favor of
reinstating the AWS charter wtih
the rider attached. Followingthe

vote, Senator Joe Straus said he

hoped the senate knew what it
was doing by letting the AWS
keep itsname. He expressedfear
that the same name conflict
would arise next year.
AWS officers Maureen
Sweeney-Romain and Liz
Moceri repeatedly said their request for the senate tovote down
the rider and allow the club to
keep its name were not threats.
After the charter was approved
with the rider, Romain said the
rider was illegal and hinted court
action may be taken.
THE MECHANICAL engineering club was allocated $110
for the van rental cost to travel to
Oregon for a research paper
competition.
Tom Parker, ASSU president,
expressed hope that everyone
would work hard for the success
of the Ramsey Lewis concert. He
said William J. Sullivan, S.J.,

Classifieds
Typewriters— Calculators— Rentals
by day, week, month. Sales new &
reconditioned, most brands & price
ranges, repair service prompt and
guaranteed. Pick-up & delivery
available. TI-FI Typewriter Co., 1631
East Olive Way (6 blocks north & 2
blocks westof S.U. campus). Daily 95:30. Sat. 10-4. Phone 322-4544.

Bug Doctors, Inc. 211 Bell St. In
downtown Seattle. 624-2324.
Specializing in service and repair of
Volkswagens, other imports andU.S.
compacts. 20% discount ot students
and faculty. Good anytime.

Lost in your mathclass?Don't
understand your chemistry
assignment? Help is as close as
Pigott 500,home of the Learning
Skills Center and free tutoring to
S.U. students.
According to Roberta Wilkes,
tutorial coordinator of the Learning Skills Center, tutors can be
arranged for any subject, and so
far, the Center has more
Don Foran, S.J. and Ted resources available than students
Yakulic of Bread for the World who are using them.
are contacting the 20 current
members of Bread for the World
THE CENTERHAS25 tutors
on campus to see how many can recommended by faculty for
attend a conference in tutoring in certain areas. The
Bellingham sponsored by Hux- tutors work with students on a
ley Environmental College. flexible basis,arranging time and
Anyone interested can call place to suit both students,
Foranor Yakulic. Carswill leave Wilkes said. There is no charge
at 6 p.m. tomorrow for for the service.
Bellingham and return Sunday
Tutors are also available inthe
morning.
Learning Skills Center daily to
The next Bread for the World help students on a walk-in basis
meeting is at 7:15 p.m. Tuesday who have a math problem they
in Bellarmine 300.
can't get or an assignment they
don't understand.
"We try to help relieve
students right away and help
University president, would be
watching the financial results
andif the concert failsthe money
will come out of next year's
ASSU budget.

Food conference
tomorrow

Part-time gymnastics Instructor.
Three days per week. Minimum 3
years teaching experience of girls.
Starting pay $3 per hour. Apply at
Kanpo Karate School after 6 p.m.
6820-196th S.W., Lynnwood.

For Sale:Ten speed.Free Spirit bicycle with Shimano derailer, with less
than 200 miles plus Free Spirit bike
rack. Cost: $55. Call Denny at 365-

Opportunity: assist In planning and
directing new after-school day care.
May work intofull-timesummer camp
position. 2-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Prefer
work study. Shoreline YMCA. Call
364-1700.

Resumes: They areextremelyhelpful.
My ratesare reasonable.Iwrite, type,
edit and arrange printing. 365-2714,
524-7260.

Part-time kitchen help. Experience
necessary.Crepe Co., Union Station.
624-3405 between 11a.m. and 3 p.m.

8038.

Rummage sale at Holy Names
Academy. Friday, May 6, 1-9 p.m.
Saturday, May 7, 9 a.m.-8 p.m. For
information call Lucy Schoolfield at
329-2845.

them to catch up when they're
behind, "Wilkes explained. She

added that the earlier in the
quartera student comes for help,
the better chance a tutor will
have to help.

"A TUTOR is not a miracle,"
she said. "A tutor gives support
and is a guide, but does not do
work for them (students)."
Tutors are hired at $3 an hour,
and it is preferred they take a
tutor training course to help
them in their job, Wilkes said.
Candy Longmire, a junior
health information major and a
math tutor, saidshe enjoystutoring because "it helps me as far as
my own math goes, it reinforces
my own learning."
IS THE PROGRAM a
success? Wilkes answers with an
emphatic "Yes."
"It's very gratifying," Wilkes
stated. "Lots of students have
come in and said 'Inever
never would
have made it through the course
without my tutor."

S.U. grad receives
press art award
First place entries in the 1976
Excellence in Journalism competition sponsored by the
Western Washington Chapter of
the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, are
now on display in the A.A.
Lemieux Library.
Representing the best work of
the state's journalists,
photographers and cartoonists,
theexhibit is located on the grill
at the second floor entrance to

the library.
A S. U. JOURNALISM
graduate, Kerry Webster, is
among this year's winners.
Webster, editor ofThe Spectator
in 1968-69, is now on the staffo!
the Tacoma News Tribune. His
article on citizen's band radio
hobbyists,"Jimmy the Jammer,"
won first place in the daily
newspaper Arts, Entertainment
and Leisure competition.

An open letter to the
1977 Engineering, Science, andMath graduates.
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If you are going to negotiate
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a job with The Boeing Company, /
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employment misunderstandings.
Professional Engineering
Employees Association (SPEEA)
Whether you are interested
and Boeing. SPEEA is a certified
in Boeing or not, youhave made
union for Professional and
!t this far
are soon to join
We have toformationavai3able
Technical Employees, bargaining
those of us who preceded you into
to you on request.
benefits,
wages,
fringe
for
and
the workforce. Welcome, and best
it covers these major areas:
—
working conditions. Your career
,—
wishes for a rewarding career.
filingstarting salaries for 1976-77 graduates
LJ
greatly
by
Will be
influenced the
Seattle Professional Engineering
**y va^ and salary/age curves of Boeingengineering |
9000 members of SPEEA who will
employees
Employees Association
vote on contracts later this year.
procedures
5019 Barton Place South
LJ layoffand
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We want von
Seattle, WA 98118 (206)722-5025
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Homework problems?
Tutors ready to help

Senate meeting

Associated Women Students'
charter was reinstated and the
club was allowed to keep its
name; however, a rider was attached to the charter at the
senate meeting Monday night.
The rider was the condition
the senate put on the charter in
order for the club to be
reinstated. The rider specified
AWS would not accept any more
special privileges or invitations
from the University not granted
to other clubs,suchas thenurses'
capping ceremony and walking
with the ASSU president at com-

1977/

J

_-.

J Employment cycles and you
j Medical insurance options

_^_

If you need this type of information, send us a stamped self-addressed
envelopeand a copy of this open letter with marks to indicate whichofthe
items you want. You are also welcometo ask other questions about SPEEA
or Boeing.
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Television: Good, cool black and white sounds
by

John L.Wilson

Television, man, is crazy,
Seven juvenile delinquent
wrecks;

Oh, man, I
need TV

got T-Rex.
But I

—Bowie
"All the Young Dudes"

There can be no more such
complaints.
Television: McLuhan coolpictures at dinner pass the beets
timeof Green Beretsmaiming far
away. Television: 'Midnight
Special' reducing the Stones to a
sailor boy in drag and tinny
music;you go to bed.Television:

Irecall
lightning struck itself.
Iwas listening
listening to the rain
Iwas hearing
hearing something else.
The last is from the title track.
If Craig Boly, S.J., (is he still in
the order?) still wants to know
what's going on, somebody tell
him to listen to this one. This is
tough, cool music about
something that doesn't fit. It is
distant and immediate. Ifalienation can ever be resolved, or
overcome, or compensated for,
or utilized, it happens during
Verlaine's guitar solo after the
thirdchorus. Things change 8:26
into that song. This music confronts, and triumphs, for itself
and because of itself.

anyway? What they give up in
energy level theatrics to the
Ramones or the Patti Smith
Group is amply compensated for
in musical complexity, quality,
and craft. I hope all those
technical guitar players who still
vaguely remember what it is to
get off but incessantly put down
Patti Smith and Lenny Kaye for
three-chord-ism take time to
listen to "See No Evil" or"Elevation." These fine little songs,
intricate and precisely crafted,
got plenty of energy: the magic is
just subtle. This is one rock
album that doesn't have to be
played loud to work just fine.
Verlaine's voice is high, persis-

mmmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmmimmiimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

"Verlaine and Lloyd play guitar lines that burn
the way liquid nitrogen removes warts: very

.
the LAPD cremating live those
pathetic SLA citizens as Channel
Who's Eye Witness camera just:
watches; you stay tuned.
Television is best when it's
black and white. MarqueeMoon
is black and white sounds.

NOBODY saidalienation was

ir T

TELEVISION is Tom Verlaine, guitar, lead vocals, lyrics,
and tunes. T.V., get it? Richard
Lloyd, guitar and vocals. Fred
Smith, bass and vocals. Billy
Ficca, drums. Marquee Moon is
their first album, on
Elektra/ Asylum Records.
Television plays music that
sounds like Nico's face. Verlaine
and Lloyd play guitar lines that
burn the way liquid nitrogen
removes warts: very cool. The
songs play like they are two anda
half minutes long. They are
longer.
Television is from New York
city, the inspiration for such
urban imagery as "Marquee
Moon." Read it:a marquee does
not look like the moon. The
moon looks like a marquee:
nature imitates technology.

any fun, and nobody said it was
all bad,either. A beautiful record

tent and thin,but not without its

own charm. Verlaine says his
music has been greatly influenced by saxophonist Albert Ayler
(found drowned in the East
River, 1970). It's so. Cool,
precise, veryelectricguitars. Dissonance snakes through the intricate rhythms of these songs
like JohnCale would have liked,
usually as subtleas a missingring
finger ina quick handshake, but
just in case you missed the point,
there's Verlaine's absolutely
grating solo on"Torn Curtain."

ALIENATION is the major
theme, the mood created by
lyrics now concrete, now flat
abstract. Sample:
I'm running wild with the one
I
love
Isee no (evil)
I'mrunning wild with the oneeyed ones
Isee no (evil)
Pulldown the future with the
one you love
Pull down the future
or
Ifell right into the Arms of
Venus de Milo
TELEVISION hasbeencalled or
If I ever catch that yena punk band. What's that

Tickets now on sale
for Lewis jazz concert

triloquist
I'llsqueeze his head right into
my fist.

like Marquee Moon justifies
alienation even as it overcomes
it.
Marquee Moon will become a
rock 'n' roll reference point on
the order of The Stooges' first
album and the Velvet Underground's first albums.

or
Iremember
how the darkness doubled

arts & entertainment
Feature film looks at campus life
The 12-minute feature was
filmed and produced by
Sophomore Bill Boehlke. The
film takes a light-hearted look at
student life on the S.U. campus.
Stars of the movie include
Rich Barrutia, Bill Charters,
Brian Coluccio,Kevin Donohoe,
KellyFlaherty
Jim Fleming.
Dancers for the presentations In addition, and
several
familiar
are Anita Davis, Theresa campus faces make cameo
Figuerelli, Maureen Haggerty, appearances.
Linda Lippincott, Maureen
LeClain, Dee Owings and Sarah
Movie time is 7:30p.m. Friday
at Pigott auditorium.
Selig.

A special student-produced ing Friday evening's ASSU
feature movie willbe shown dur- screening of "Patton."

S.U. education majors
learning dance steps
A dance class designed to
teach elementary education majors methods of dance instructionfor the public school system
has begun this spring in S.U.s
physical education department.
The class, 491, instructs
students in the fundamentals of
ballet, tap, modern dance and
lessons on how to choreograph
school shows.
UNDER THE DIRECTION
of Laura Denke, the class is
presenting a Hans Christian
Andersen Fairy Talehour at 1:30
p.m. each Saturdayafternoon in
the regional libraries. The
presentations combine story telling with original choreography.

Bureau
needs help

|interviews, jobs]
WORK-STUDY JOB OPENINGS
The offices of career planningand placement and financial
aid want to thank the work-study students who took time to
respond to our survey. The career planning and placement
office is attempting to correspond with some of the students
who had good recommendations or specific work-study

problems.

As far as work-study jobs, the career planning and
placement office still is in desperate need of work-study
students to fill positions.
Some of the openings are for Typist 45-50 WPM,
Switchboard, Office Assistants, Mail Carriers, Machine
Operators, Dorm Receptionist, Ground Keepers,Painters and

many, many more.
The speakersbureau of S.U.s
SENIORS!Come to Career Planning and Placement and
student-to-student committee
pick
up your free copy of the 400 page College Placement
to
qualified
needs a
student
schedule speech engagementsfor Annual.
faculty members and students.
JOB OPENINGS
ACCORDING TO Maria The following jobs are available through the office of career
Sullivan of the speakers bureau, planning and placement:
a sign-up sheet will be posted in
the student-to-student office Summer Employment:
through May 6. The bureau DIET AID ($3.25 hourly,part-time) make salads in cafeteria
offers a variety of speakers from of local hospital.
the University available to talk to
high schools, clubs and civic SECRETARY ($3-4 hourly d.0.c., full-time) typing,filing, run
groups.
errands, blue-line prints.
Other student-to-student MERCHANDISE INSPECTOR, (part-time), salary
positions arebeing offered in the
student-to-student office and negotiable, open packages, inspect merchandise, then
sign-ups have been extended to repackage.
*
*
May 2.
CRT OPERATOR TRAINEES— Learn to operate computer
terminal. Must type 45-50 WPM; good telephone voice,
familiarity with the Seattle area. Interested in individual with
for of
one plus years of college remaining.

"

Tickets are now onsale for the

Ramsey Lewis concert. Jazz

musician Lewis will perform for
S.U. students May 12 at
Paramount Northwest.
Tickets are available in the
ASSU office, second floor,
Chieftain, at $4 for S.U.
students, $5 for non-students.

LEWIS HOLDS seven gold

albums, three Grammy Awards

and has instituted several
groups,including "Earth, Wfnd
& Fire."
Show time is 8 p.m. A prefunction party isscheduled prior
to the concert, 5 to 7 p.m. at
Campion Tower.

It works
all

us

PART-TIME ACCOUNTING, FILE CLERK Accounting
major. Interested in individual with one plus years of college
remaining, flexible hours.
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Netters head for Chiefs split doubleheaders
WCAC title meet
This Friday and Saturday, the
S.U. men's tennis team willcompete in the West Coast Athletic
Conference title meet.
Pepperdine is the favorite to
win the crown,as the Waves are
currently ranked among the top
five teams in thenation. Pepperdine recently defeated number
one ranked Trinity University.

number one, Freshman Kevin
Acuff playing number two,
Freshman Kirk MacGregor
three,
playing number
Sophomore Dave Baumer playing number four, Mark Hooper
playing number five and Junior
Randy Grotem playing number
six.

SINCE JOINING the WCAC,
S.U. has won the title once and
finished second four times.
The championship is contested by flight competition. All
the number one players meeting
other number one playersand so
forth through the six flights.
The following players will
compete in the Championship:
Senior Dave Haglund playing

Spikers qualify
for nationals
Last Saturday S.U.'s threewoman track team competed in
the Seattle Pacific University Invitational Track Meet at West
Seattle Stadium.
Sophomore Terrie Winney
ran in two events. The mile,
which she finished witha time of
fiveminutes and five seconds and
the 880 which she ran in two
minutes 16.2 seconds. Winney's
880 time qualified her for the
A1AW Nationals at UCLA.

Women fall to
Huskies, 8-1
S.U.'s women's tennis

team

was defeated last Friday by the

University of Washington by a
score of eight to one.
The only match wonby a S.U.
player was Freshman Elise
Young's victory over U.W.'s
Laura Johnson.

AFTER DROPPING the first

set 4-6, Young came back to win
the next two sets 6-2, and 6-4, to

take the match.
The other singles scores were:
Jenny Appel U.W. over Carol
Frisby S.U. 6-3 and 6-2, Caron
Carlyon U.W. over Colleen
McClusky S.U. 6-2and 6-3, Kris
I.arsen U.W. over Molly Gorman S.U. 6-1 and 6-0, Cindy
Rintalla over Komiti Panama
S.U. 6-1 and 6-1 and Kim
Schaumburg U.W. overMelissa
McNertney S.U. 6-1 and 6-3.
In doubles: Appel and Ann
Burrows defeated Frisby and
Young 6-4 and 6-3, Carlyon and
Johnson defeated McCluskey
and McNertney 6-0 and 6-1 and
Schaumburg
Larsen and
defeated Gorman and Panama60 and 6-0.

FRESHMAN
JOAN
CORBIN ran in one event, the
880 where she clocked in at two
minutes and 21.8 seconds. Corbin has not yet qualified for
Nationals.
In the javelin throw,
Freshman Bonna Schibret
qualified for Nationals with a
throw of 136 feet four inches.
The Howard Hall Memorial
Mile was won by S.U. graduate
Liane Swegle. Running for the
Falcon Track Club, Swegle ran
her fastest mile ever as sheturned
in a time of four minutes 46.4
seconds. Her previous best time
was four minutes 52-seconds.
This Saturday, Corbin,
Schibret and Winney will compete in the Western Washington
Invitational in Bellingham.

NEXT ACTION for the
women's team is May 6 at
Tacoma against the University of
Puget Sound.
S.U.'s season record stands at
one win and five losses.

CHIEFTAIN KELVINBOHRER slides safely into third base as two Boise State Broncos
futilely look on.
by BillRoche
weekend saw S.U.'s
past
This
baseball team host Boise State
University to a four-game series.

The action featured consecutive
doubleheaders on Saturday and

Sunday.

S.U. split both twinbills,losing the openers but taking the
nightcaps. For the season the
Chiefs now stand 12-11 overall
and 7-8 in Nor-pac conference
play. TheS.U. victory total of12
equals the club's wintotal oflast
year.

10 MINUTES
OF YOUR TIME
COULD SAVE
A FRIEND'S LIFE.
For free information, write to:
DRUNK DRIVER.Box2345

Rockville. Maryland 20852

Boise scored twicein the top of
the seventh to win the first game
Saturday, 3-1. In the second
game, S.U. scored three in the
second inning and added two
more in the fifth to win 5-2.
Tim Gabutero was the winning pitcher, holding the visitors
to five hits while turning in
another complete game.
Sunday's opener saw Boise
State bang out 11 hits while
scoring nine runs. S.U. was shut
out on just four hits.
Things turned around in the
second game. After ac-

cumulating only 11 hits in the
first three games of the series,
S.U. exploded for 14 hits in the
fourth game. Many of those
came in the first inning as the
Chiefs sent 10 batters to the plate
and scored seven runs.
Bud Grandemangeturnedina

Golfers finish 16th and 3rd
Last weekend the Chieftain
golfers competed in the U.S.

Intercollegiate Tournament at
Stanford University.
Out of a field of 34 colleges,
the Chiefs placed 16th.The meet
was wonby San Diego State with
887 strokes and the host school,
Stanford, took second with 897
strokes.
Freshman Brian Haugen had
the best Chieftain score as he
shot rounds of 73, 78 and 81fora
54 hole total of 232. Sophomore
Jim Van Tuyl was one stroke
behind Haugen withatotal score
of 233.
Tuesday, the golfers participated in the Portland State
University Invitational Tourna-
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6 p.m. Ikaika vs. Women's M.A.
Pakalolo's vs. S.K.C.D.
Gummers vs. Who's Got Beer?
7:30 p.m. Bionic Babes vs. Last Chance
I.X.'s vs. S.K.C.D
Allis vs. Droogs
9 p.m. Nubile Nurses vs. Seven-ups
Trippers vs. Screw Balls
Bat Splitters vs. Heimskringla
TUESDAY, MAY 3
6 p.m. Barman Bums vs. A.K.Y.
Xavier Women vs. S.K.C.D.
Pakalolo's vs. Sons-O-Pitches
7:30 p.m. Droogs vs. Bat Splitters
Sunbears vs. Ikaika
Men's M.A. vs. One Step Beyond
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Slammers vs. Screw Balls
The Parks Department scheduling office has rescheduled
intramuralsoftball games on all fields. Game times for May are
now 5:30, 7:00 and 8:30.
Sign-ups for thebasketball one-on-one tournamentare being
accepted until 4 p.m. tomorrow. The tournamentis scheduled
for May 7 and 8.
Kirn Ostalazahit the first homerun of the women's league
with a two-run smash at Beacon Hill.
The first annual Pud's Bathtub,Inntertube and Itinerant
Floating Device Race Down the Sammamish Slough is in the
offering. The race willbe held at high noon with Rear Admiral
Paul Gockel and Commodore Bryan Hanley presiding. Race
queen nominations are requested. For more information call
Paul Gockel at 232-5520 or Bryan Hanleyat 324-2704.

wmm

The Chieftains placed third in
the meet with a score of 771 as
Portland State and Oregon State
tied for first with a total of 762
strokes.
Jim Smith of Portland State
led all golfers with anindividual
total of 145 for 36 holes.
Haugen again led the Chiefs
with a total of 148. Sophomore
Jon Renberg was next with 154,
followed by Jeff Coston and

1-800-RECYCLE

ThereIS« difference!!!
4*,

Gummers vs Heimskringla
Bionic Babes vs. 2nd Floor

9 Pm

Gene Cook with totals of 155.
Van Tuyl was next with a score
of 158 and Tim Mark totalled
169.
May 1 and 2, S.U. will compete in the West Coast Athletic
Conference Championship. The
Chiefs are five times defending
champions.

.

ment.

Intramurals

three-hit shutout for the Chieftains and Kelvin Bohrer and
Dana Papasederocollected three
hits each. Final score was 12-0.
Yesterday the Chiefs visited
UPS. Saturday Gonzaga comes
to Sicks Stadium for a pair of
games starting at 1 p.m.
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Repent your wasteful ways
by Fred McCandless
Washington isa state of many
wonders, hrom the hop crops
near Spokane to the moss en-

crusted rain forest of the Olympic Peninsula, the Evergreen
State provides opportunities for
the farmer as well as the
recreationalist.
The summer months offer an
ideal climate for everything from
growing apples to mountaineering and it is a welldeserved reward for patiently
accepting the storms of winter
which bring the rain that give the
state its nickname.
BUT LAST winter the storms
subsided early and didn't supply
the necessary snowpack in the
Cascades that fills the reservoirs
which create the rivers that carry
the water to the orchards in the
Yakima Valley and to the
hydroelectric powerplantsalong
theColumbia and SkagitRivers.
Normally, there is more than

enough water to use, and water
rates in thePacific Northwest are
not nearly as high as those mo-

pumped out for irrigation, it
means one less gallon for electricity. In fact, energy is expended to pump for irrigation."
WASHINGTONleads thenation in agricultural output of
apples, blueberries, hops, and
raspberries. These products require generous amountsof water
in order to mature and ripen.
Economically, the state cannot
afford to let these crops die.
Nearly 500 million dollars is
brought in annually by crops,
and the state legislature, along
with the farmers, does not want
to see this year's harvest fold.
But without electricity, the
cities would fold, and theSeattle
area alone requires a tremendous
amount of electrical power surging through its miles of power
lines.
"The people here have accustomed themselves to having a
generous supply of energy, and
are at times even wasteful of that
energy. If they're not careful,
they will be cutting their own
throats this summer when water
levels are projected to reach an
all time low," Sackmann said.
"They've been— warned that it
might happen and now it is."
A 10 per cent cutback is needed if we are to make it through
the summer. Currently the power
demand has been cut back VA
per cent, he said.
The city has done much to
"switch off unnecessarypoweruse
such as a number of street lights
and neonadvertisingsigns which
flash their beacons to no one at3
a.m.
INDUSTRIAL USERS save
money when they cut back, and
take advantage of monetary
motivation.
"Common sense is the most
practical way to conserve
energy," Sackmann said. "If people would be conscious of what
they're doing, a lot of energy

ther areas of thenation.But this
year is abnormal and the
availability of water has been
carefully monitored since last
October by the Honeywell Corporation. The company
developeda computerprojection
concerning water and power in
the Seattle area and discovered
must be instithat conservation
—
tuted and soon.
Mark Sackmann, junior
mechanical engineering major
and employee with Honeywell,
discussed the projection and
energy problem which is facing
the Seattle area.
"Seattle is very dependent on
the hydroelectric power produced by the various dams along the
Columbia and Skagit Rivers.
Ross Dam reservoir,usually very
productive is almost dry compared to its normal output of could be conserved.
electricity," Sackmann said.
"Turning off unnecessary
"For every gallon of water lights and refraining from using

air-conditioners in the summer
would really help, Sackmann
said.
AN AIR-CONDITIONER
will increase your power bill by
18 to 20 per cent. They are
expensive to buy and expensive
to use. "It requires
— alot of heat to
cool a house the greatest
amount of energy used is to
control spatial temperature."
If conservation is ignored, itis
guaranteed the electricity will
run out.Washington sells a great
deal of electricity to California
during "peaking" hours, which
Sackmann explained
— as "those
two periods daily one at morn—
ing and one in the evening
when consumption increases
drastically." The charge is often
five to ten timesthe going rate for
electricity and this energy
bargaining keeps local energy
costs lower,and are guaranteed
to escalate if we cannot provide
the requested power.

happening?
. . . "What schooling for children whose native language is

not English?" is the subject of the third in a series of
BICULTURAL EDUCATION DISCUSSIONS, to be from
7:45 to 9:45 p.m. today in the A. A. Lemieux Library. The
discussions are organized by the community advisory board of
the multidisciplinary French Civilization Group, University of
Washington.

. . . "Patton" will be shown at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in Pigott
Auditorium. But that's not all. A special "SEATTLE UNIVERSITYNEWSREEL" willbe shown at intermission.This
was produced by the "Too Good for Prime Time Players."
Admission for the movie is $1.

... A Phi O's will provide REFRESHMENTS DURING
THE SHOWING OF "PATTON" and after the movie at
Tabard Inn Friday.

. . . S.U.s

A CAPPELLA CHOIR, Chorale, Dr.
Jazz
Christensen's
Band and Alki will be performing from 5-7
THEISSUEofnuclear energy
ismore emotional than realistic. p.m. tomorrow at the Food Circus, Seattle Center, as a part of
Butit isstillinitsearly stagesand Seattle Center's 15th birthday.

problems with the transportation of highly radioactive fuel
would present dangers to many
people if something snafued.
Coal is an alternative which is
being experimented with, but it
must be cleaned to avoid
polluting the air. The necessary
strip mining also causes
rumblings with the environmentalists.
There is no miracle cure for
this modern pestilence of
"energyitis." Anyconstruction of
new power-producing facilities
demands approximately ten
years. The problem is real and
the problem isnow. Ignorance is
to blame more than anything,
but ignorance canbe combatted.
Recognizing the problem is half
the battle, but the outcome rests
with us.
There has been enough con-

versation about conservation.
It's time to act.

We?vegotit!

youcomforted my fears. I
... "I WAS SCARED,
was lonely,
my

world witha smile." Help next year'sscared
youbrightened
and lonely by working on Orientation '77 now. Come to the
next meeting at 1 p.m. Wednesday in Town Girls' Lounge.
About anything, call Paulo at LA 3-5551.

. . . The Chem Club, Physics, and Alpha Epsilon Delta are
joining together again to sponsor the ANNUAL SPRING
PICNIC May 14 at Whidbey Island. Price is $1 .50or $2.50per
couple. More information and sign-ups can be found in
Barman 509, Barman 312 and Garrand.
"HEARTS AND MINDS," a film, is beingsponsored by
the Physics Club at 7:30 p.m. May 5. Cost is 99 cents.

.. .
. . . Last call for ANY GUYSINTERESTEDINMAKING
THE SPRING SEARCH May 13-15. Applications are
available in Campus Ministry office.

. . . Black Student Union (BSU) is sponsoring A PICNIC
May 8. Prospective picnickers should meet at 11 a.m. in front
of the Minority Affairs office. The event is open to the public.

Learning Skills Center has established A WRITING
. . . Thehelp
—
writing
difficulty from
LAB to
students whoare having
simple sentence structure to writing a term paper. Interested?
See Darlene McHenry, Pigott 500.

. . . A Phi O's willhave a CAR WASH from 11 a.m. $1
to 5 p.m.
May 6 in front of the A. A.Lemieux Library. Price is a car.
... AN ACTIVITIESLINE has now been installed using a
dictaphone. The number to call is 626-6389.
. . . Campus and Off-campus Ministry are planning an

H-P 21

H-P25

What's

OVERNIGHT BACKPACKING RETREAT May 21-22. If
interested, call Paul at 626-5669 or Campus Ministry at 626-

5900.

. . . The Seattle Jesuit Volunteer Community is hosting an
M
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open house for all interested in the JESUIT VOLUNTEER
CORPS.For further information and maps contact Mary Ann
Rettig in Campus Ministry, 626-5900.

. . . Theseventhannual ALBERS SCHOOLOF BUSINESS

BANQUET will be May 7 inthe Campion Tower diningroom.
Guest speaker will be Bert Hambleton,president of Associated
Grocers. Tickets for the banquet are $7.50 per person. For
further information, contact the ASB office, 626-6479 inPigott

Kft I^9
72 built-in functions and operations. All log and
truig functions, the latter in radians and degrees;
rectangular/polar conversion; common logs;

Keystroke programmability.
The automatic answer to repetitive problems.

Full editing capability.
Branching and conditional test capability.
8 addressable memories.
_.
Fixed decimal and scienticic notation
plus engineering notations.

—

32 functions and operations, including rectan-

153, or Sally Olson, 626-5457, Pigott 156.
Campus Ministry has resumed MID-WEEK STUDY
BREAKS from 8:30 to 10:30 p.m. Wednesday. Come in fora
snack, conversation and relaxtion.

gular/polar conversions, register arithmetic, two
trig operating modes.
Full display formatting. Select fixed-decimal
or scientific notation with display rounded to
desired number of decimal places.

HP's error-saving RPN logic system with
4-memory stack.
TraditionalHP quality craftsmanship.
New, smaller size.
An unbeatable price/performance ratio.

RPN logic system with 4-memory stack.

%?£ B Seattle University Bookstore
10% OFF TODAY THROUGH WEDNESDAY

to Help People
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